inWebo and LS International Team Up to Offer
the Most Agile & Secure MFA Solution to Swiss Market
Partnership enables LS International to expand the wide offer with protection for all your B2B and B2C
applications with inWebo MFA.

CHIASSO, Switzerland – July 14th, 2021 – LS International is pleased to announce inWebo, a key international
player in the cybersecurity industry, as the latest partner to join its growing ecosystem. inWebo’s multifactor
authentication (MFA) SaaS solution is used by 500 customers around the world to verify identities of
employees, partners and customers before granting access to IT services or cloud accounts.
Multifactor authentication (MFA) is primarily known to secure data and IT resources against identity theft,
credential stuffing and phishing. It is also an excellent tool to promote employees’ mobility and
productivity, a key asset in the current context of digital transformation and workplace shift from office to
remote. Furthermore, with significant compliance issues in data management and protection, MFA can be
essential to comply with regulatory requirements in some industries and/or jurisdictions, like the financial
or the health sector.
LS International selects inWebo MFA for its UX & Security by Design approach powered by state of the art
technology and advanced unique features.
✔ The most secured SaaS MFA solution: unique combination of random dynamic key technology and
HSM for maximum security
✔ Deviceless, Passwordless, Effortless: exclusive passwordless browser token for a seamless user
experience
✔ 100% compatible with all apps & tech architectures: effortless integration thanks to hundreds of
connectors, API & SDK
inWebo’s full SaaS MFA helps worldwide companies address their digital challenges: increasingly
sophisticated cyber-attacks, employee mobility, telecommuting, BYOD and digitalization of the workstation.
With this partnership, LS International is committed to supporting and assisting its customers in building a
safer, simpler and more productive digital environment.
“Our target is always being able to offer to our customer the most innovative and updated technologies
available in terms of cybersecurity, answering in advance the changing market demand. With inWebo we
expand our security offering portfolio with an extremely effective solution that is also easy to implement in
order to increase the protection to the access of our customers' resources.” said Davide Bortolotto, CEO at
LS International.
“inWebo's growth strategy is based on two pillars: partnerships and international development. That's why
we are excited to initiate this relationship with LS International in Switzerland. Together we will offer Swiss
companies the best cybersecurity expertise and the most advanced MFA solution available on the market.”
said Olivier Perroquin, CEO at inWebo
Find out more about inWebo's MFA solution: https://www.inwebo.com/en

About inWebo
Founded in 2008, inWebo is a key international player in the cybersecurity industry thanks to its full SaaS
multifactor authentication solution, one of the most secure and agile on the market. inWebo MFA protects
transactions, B2B applications, VPN, SSO, PAM, IAM and sensitive consumer applications (online banking, ehealth, etc.) against identity theft, phishing and credential stuffing. Its patented technology, based on
random dynamic keys, combines two key elements: a very high security and an improved user login
experience thanks to its exclusive deviceless and passwordless token. Certified by the French national
cybersecurity agency (ANSSI), inWebo's solution secures the access of more than 5 million users across 500
worldwide companies.
https://www.inwebo.com/en

About LS International
LS International SA is a Swiss company with an international vision: it is part of Lantech Longwave, the Italian
leading system integrator, and part of the Zucchetti Group, the first software house in Europe. Its main focus
is creating simple and efficient ways to collaborate between people and companies through innovative IT
networking technologies with a special attention for Cybersecurity. To learn more, visit
www.lsinternational.ch and follow us on LinkedIn,
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